
IRIS Forms
Simplify the exchange of mission-critical information 
with formatted military messaging

Flyer

Enable multi-domain interoperability
By standardising and formatting orders, reports, and 
messages, IRIS Forms allows you to communicate 
across domains and with coalition partners.

Experience easy-to-use data entry forms
IRIS Forms comes with a reader-friendly interface that 
only displays the fields and sections that need to be 
filled in, guiding users to comply with standards.

Ensure consistent and correct data
By producing information in IRIS Forms, you ensure 
that everyone receives the right information at the right 
time.

Benefit from full integration with the SitaWare suite
IRIS Forms integrates seamlessly with the SitaWare 
suite, strengthening interoperability and optimising 
communication and workflows across the battlefield.

Ensure full compliance with major message formats
As IRIS Forms supports the complete message 
catalogue of MTF and VMF, it is a perfect fit in a highly 
interoperable environment and across domains.

Save time and manpower with automated processes
As you fill in the automatically generated message 
forms, IRIS Forms continuously validates the content 
and flags errors to save you time and trouble.



Ensure mission success
The transmission of accurate and valid military information, 
such as orders, reports, and messages, is imperative for 
succeeding in any area of operations. With IRIS Forms, you 
can simplify the exchange of mission-critical information 
across domains with formatted military messaging, ensuring 
interoperability and mission success.

Optimise personnel allocation
IRIS Forms is easy to deploy, either in a desktop Windows 
application or web browser, and easy to use. This minimises 
the cost of user training and also implementation 
requirements for managers.

With automated forms generation and validation, IRIS Forms 
allows you to save time and manpower compared to traditional 
military messaging systems. The low training requirements 
combined with IRIS Forms’ automation capabilities optimises 
personnel allocation and allows your users to focus on more 
demanding tasks.

Enhance allied interoperability
IRIS Forms offers full compliance with the complete message 
catalogue from NATO APP-11 as well as USMTF, OTH-T 
GOLD, ASMTF, and national messages adhering to ADatP-3, 
supporting messages in traditional slash-delimited and 
XML-MTF formats. IRIS Forms also provides full message 
catalogue support for binary MIL-STD-6017, A+, B, C, and 
STANAG- 5519.

This makes IRIS Forms a perfect fit in a highly interoperable 
environment for orders, reports, requests, and situational 
awareness information on multiple tactical levels across 
domains and coalitions. By standardising message designs, 
IRIS Forms facilitates coalition and allied interoperability.

IRIS Forms – managing the communication flow
IRIS Forms is a world-leading, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) product used by many nations in 
their command-and-control and military message handling systems for working with formatted 
messages.

Headquarters staff working with IRIS Forms

Key features for simplifying orders and messages
IRIS Forms comes with an expansive list of features for 
enhancing your messaging capabilities. Some of the key 
features of IRIS Forms include:

• Accessible interface, giving users an easy and fast 
overview of the message content

• Standardised message designs and process automation, 
enabling users to generate a form automatically from any 
of the pre-loaded message standards

• Compliance with message formats, supporting the 
complete message catalogue of MTF and VMF

• Custom US and NATO message templates, adapting to 
specific national needs, terminology, or simplified complex 
message templates

• Full integration with the SitaWare suite, offering a unified 
command-and-control system with flawless messaging 
capabilities

Powerful military messaging and interoperability off-the-shelf
IRIS Forms seemlessly integrates with the other solutions from the 
IRIS suite. The IRIS suite covers all aspects of military messaging – 
from management and maintenance of standards to production and 
distribution of military messages.

Learn more about the IRIS suite on systematic.com/defence/iris-suite.
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